2012, April 28

Saturday History Call

Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci
Sunday, Monday ascension and activation calls:
9 pm EST/6 pm 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● $305 to complete last week, and for this week
● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.
T&R:

Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to blog
page to find the donate button
● Need $70 for 1 bill + food, rent, due by May 8th
● There is an old balance, too – around $2,000 that they chip away at
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
● New way to help with gift cards for food: Sunflower Farmers' Market
c/o Robyn Lacorte TOM06 Office Manager
1706 East Southern Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85282
480-820-4900
to use our credit card
www.rlacorte@sfmarkets.com
$10, $50, $100 increments

Hard News:

888 – 429 - 5471 Toll free # for Canada and US
530 – 513- 6472
530- 413 - 9537

T: spoke of difference between Eastern Way of meditation and Western way is more of action – and that
is what is needed right now
R: Camp Loveway: Guest is David Icke; David and Teran spoke for 2.5 hours
● how David met the jaguar woman and how she returns to his dreams – word is many ship landings
at a moment's notice
● every country on the planet is waking up like never before
● People are in the streets taking their power back
● David Icke has become a kind of hermit: not doing many appearances – just said 9/11 began the story of
Arab Spring and all the rest – time to deal with the war criminals;
● what the Queen has done in the southern hemisphere is too much for him to discuss
● the three super moons will bring up major change – the one that they can see is an annular eclipse, Ring
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of Fire – can go to an observatory and see it –
● David has been told that it could be any moment: the Sirian Commander has made his
statements that the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few
● be love now is the biggest thing we can do with the energies, in spite of the graphic scenes we
see: watch Al Jazeera / Mosaic News to see what war really looks like
● Be grateful that we are here in this moment, now is what Teran and David discussed – as we be love now,
we can change events we see on the screen
Cathy: did he serve the Queen in some way? Has this changed? Was he bought and paid for?
R: yes. He had a near-death experience with Prince Harry and John Perkins who took the 2 of them on an
ayahuasca journey; David took too much and could not get back into his body –
● he was on the other side of the tube of light while the Jaquar Medicine Woman was beating on
his chest and brought him back to his body
● He saw what Dannion Brinkley described – one moment he was somewhere else, the next he was
back looking at the cat woman
● He is living like a hermit now, doing his mission of spreading the word: 2012 is not the end of the
world, but the beginning of Sat Yuga
● He came on Camp Loveway and apologized; he had been telling that the K of E had killed his own
daughter in law! That was in The Biggest Secret – he got millions from the Queen
● He is coming forward with intimate information: called to spread the word that our friends are here to
take part in the grand awakening; we need to get used to our neighbours who may not look like us
● A show in 90s' “Alien Nation” about cops from another place, now in body on the planet
Cathy: she heard something “Who made the low rumbling throated call when Rama was coming on ? She
heard Mother while Rama was speaking – he spoke of Mother, and Cathy heard her!
T: you heard it from the etheric realm!
Cathy: easier to feel in balance with people when you hear the inner story of someone: gives us a fuller,
today realization
R: being asked on a higher level to wherever we go with love and respect for whoever we see
T: when Mother comes, all will be cleaned – even shooting energy high
● We can't take the frequency if we have not cleaned ourselves up
● Tells the story of T & R in the mountains – spinning the crystals, calling in a beam of light
it's lime green and a triple frequency [tri colour]
● The energies of density from whatever cause are cleared up by that beam which clears it all ,
and you can get nauseous when this happens
Cathy: Rama does this every week – takes the crystal wands, goes and spins them in clockwise direction,
usually towards Pleiades or Sirius and the beam comes in
R: The cops have watched him & actually seen him being beamed up, and they go away and shut their
mouths
T: in every moment, we have to remember who we are: an active walking meditation
● Ref to the AA Metatron channel: “Sacred Redpath “The Eagle and The Condor”
● the people referred to are from Mars, and are human like we are – not to be feared
R: David said we are at the point where all they have to do is surrender: they feel it is beneath them
Who they have to surrender to is beings who are planetary princes and so on, and we are beings in
the temple of the living god,
● It is such a gift to be here to be in this body and ascend with it in one life time!
● This is what we are being asked to do – as one of us do it, so do all the rest
TruthDig.org – Robert Scheer: the stage is set; we have Thursten Howell the 3 rd from Gilligans Island and
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on the other side we have Obama who has come from the middle class, struggling to stay alive
● Thursten Howell 3rd is a millionaire, used to talking only to board members, CEOs & so on
underlings stand in line for them and buy gas etc etc, so no idea of how to interact
● We are looking at Lucifer and The Man with the Plan right in our midst:
who do we choose? Love or Fear?
T: Take things with a grain of salt: something good to read here yet the white hat group will also get
arrested
Reading: April 27, 2012 - The White Hats Report #40
[SEE BELOW]
Dr. Michael Herzog Arrested By German Authorities – Has Great Voice, Sings Like A Pro.
Comments during the reading:
● The White Hat group are not white, and they will get arrested too
● all named in Herzog's talking are in as big trouble as Herzog!
● we have a 20 Million strong Sovereign Militia Force doing this; 16 Million are not from here, from
the Ashtar Command and in bodies
● Tony Blair is a demon in a body, like the Pope, just like Cherchoff ????
● Sarkozy may think he has the power, and they may think he does, but Faction 3 will take care
of Sarkozy and the ones reporting who are not of the light
● they are still tied in to the Wanta story, and Wanta is not of the light, either
● He is trying to come clean, but what he has done cannot be swept under the rug
● EU is going to go; what Merkel will do is go the World Court and squeal on everyone – as Hitler's
daughter, she knows all that has gone on since WW II
Reading: The Vatican's Latest Target in the War on Women - Nuns

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: from the International Court of Justice, the Hague
April 26, 2012, by Barnaby Phillips, Al Jazeera, the Hague
it was a very long, detailed judgement; he examined Taylor's role in the Sierra Leone civil war
and painted a picture of a man with a poisonous influence in the region
● as a rebel commander in Liberia and as President of Liberia, he may not have directly controlled the
rebel group, IUF, which carried out all the atrocities directly, but he supplied them with arms,
ammunition, medicine, with rear bases even though he knew his actions would have substantial
impact on crimes in Sierra Leone. He was involved in planning military actions in SL, as they
prepared the attack on Freetown. He supposedly told one man to “make the operation fearful”
● There is a minute of the Judge's voice, reading the verdict of Charles Taylor of Liberia
first former head of state to be convicted by an internationally backed court since WW2, it shows
that leaders can be indicted, tried, and sentenced, regardless of the rank they might have held.
● Stephen Kay, one of the criminal lawyers said one of the key challenges was to prove he had the control
over the Sierra Leone rebels - the lawyer said there were two issues
● command responsibility is different from individual criminal responsibility
● taking part in a plan and as Taylor was part of the plan and was aware that crimes would be committed as
part of the civil war
• Will he appeal? No doubt; he has been fighting things tooth and nail all the way through
• What about sentencing? I would be surprised that he is sentenced right away.
• Doreen, Al Jazeera reporter, was in Freetown where there is a courtroom where Taylor was transferred
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to in 2006; people listening intently – most of the people present had missing hands, or legs, or
arms – they had been chopped off: brutal amputations were a hall mark of the revolutionary rebel
front
• Many people do feel disconnected to the proceedings in the Hague – don't see the relevance to their
lives, as they grapple with poverty, poor access to healthcare, joblessness, water, electricity [T
learning about water in Santa Fe -it's radioactive & has been for a long time; she did not know]
• some people think it is not justice: relatively comfortable in The Hague, will go to UK if found guilty – not
the kind of justice he would experience in Sierra Leone
Back in The Hague:
Judge: says that Taylor gave instruction and guidance to the IUF; accused cannot be held guilty for
what they did, but he is criminally responsible of aiding and abetting the commission of the crimes,
in counts 1 – 11 in the indictment, but not guilty of instigating those crimes.
Verdict: Would Mr Taylor please stand up for the verdict of the Trial Chamber?
• Having considered all the evidence and the arguments of the parties; the statues and the rules . . this
Trial Chamber unanimously finds you guilty of aiding and abetting in the commission of the
following crimes, issuant to Article 61 of the Statute during the indictment period, and planning
the commission of the following crimes in the attacks on Kono and McKiny in Dec 1998 and in the
invasion of and retreat from Freetown between Dec 1998 and Feb 1999:
THE COUNTS IN THE INDICTMENT
1. acts of terrorism: a violation of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of additional
protocol 2, issuant to Article 30 of the Statute
2. a crime against humanity issuant to Article 2, 2A of the Statute
3. violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder, a violation of
Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of additional Protocol 2, issuant to Article 3A of
the Statute
4. rape, a crime against humanity, punishable under Article 2G of the Statute
5. sexual slavery, a crime against humanity, punishable under Article 2G of the Statute
[Every member of our government who complied with this is guilty of this count at the World
Court level – all of us, blacks and whites in this country, guilty of all kinds of slavery, in particular
sexual slavery]
6. outrages upon personal dignity, a violation of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of
additional Protocol 2, issuant to Article 3A of the Statute
7. violence to life, health and physical or mental well being of persons, in particular cruel treatment, a
violation of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of additional Protocol 2 issuant to
Article 3A of the statute
8. other inhumane acts, a crime against humanity issuant to Article 2 i of the statute
9. enscripting, enlisting children under the age of 15 into the armed forces or groups and using them to
participate actively in hostilities, another serious violation of International Humanitarian law
issuant to Article 4C
10. enslavement, a crime against humanity, issuant to Article 2C of the Statute
11. pillage, a violation of Article 3 common to the Geneva Convention and of additional protocol 2,
issuant to article 3F of the Statute
Sentencing process: he reminds all parties of their obligations of Rule 100 to provide information which
has to do with sentencing within
• specified time lines – a 7 day period that begins with today [the day of the indictment] –
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has to be in by end of business day on May 3rd. Also by close of business, May 10th for the trial
lawyers
• the Trial chamber considers this is an appropriate case in which to fix a sentencing hearing :
Wednesday, 10:30 am, May 16th ; the defence and the prosecution lawyer each get 1 hour for oral
arguments; Taylor gets 30 minutes if he wishes to address the court prior to sentencing
• sentencing judgement Wednesday, 11:00 am, May 30th
• Court adjourned until May 16th. 9:30 am
Doreen at the Special Court for Sierra Leone where people have been watching has been taking place
• discussion between Doreen at the courtroom, and Barnaby in The Hague
• Review of what they have heard: he did supply the rebels, he knew what was going on,
• he was playing a double game as he was also taking part in peace agenda
• he was getting diamonds out of Sierra Leone
• played a crucial role in attacks of 1998 and 1999, that resulted in the atrocities that took
place near Freetown – he was not the master mind, but HILLARY [They are enunciating what Taylor will have to deal with; the mastermind will have to deal with much
worse!]
• he aided and abetted with all those war crimes, murder, rape, sexual slavery, etc etc
• this is first time that a former head of state has been found guilty of war crimes and crimes against
humanity in an international criminal court since Nuremberg Trials after WW II – what has happened
today is of ultimate importance in the transition from slavery to freedom in the whole world
• people here are curious about what will happen next; there is a kind of closure for those people involved
the millions of others from Sierra Leone still battling to see how this is relevant to them – yet this case
and this verdict is symbolic – it will send a message to the leaders around the world, not just in Africa, but
everywhere that justice will be done.
T: feels such relief that the process has begun!
Audio: today's Al Jazeera [April 28] - they bring up 9/11
• Maylasia, Kuala Lumpur – protesting got through police barricades to Independence Square and got
blasted with water cannons
• police grabbed the protestors, slapped, beat them – the reporters subject to similar treatment
but not so harsh – camera smashed;
• spokesman says electoral reform has already begun; would not have been so much violence if the
protestors had complied
• Chinese activist has escaped from his home on Sunday, and under US protection
• refugee camps in South Sudan
Caller: reference to an article from 2012 portal.blogspot.com
2012, April 28 New Financial System
[SEE BELOW]
T: The Event has to be the announcement of NESARA
R: The 10 trillion is not the whole of it – there are 40 zeros behind the whole of it
R: The first word of this will not happen on Fox News – if you have Fox news, cancel it now – these
people are the criminals
T: They got a visit from the Direct TV who said that Dish Network & Direct TV are pure evil, still part of
the corporation
Cathy: has sent the article to Rama
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Caller: another subject: seems to be some confusion around leaders in Chicago area and failure to
communicate between the planners of the NATO Summit to happen there
• was a memo sent to Red Cross that there are to be plans for evacuation of Chicago -seems the city
fathers did not even know about this!
R: he has heard from highest levels what the G20, G8 or whatever - want to lock down Chicago
• Mr Moussad, Mayor Rahm Emmanuel – this is about the total lock down so they can come in
with Old World Order goons; anyone with Occupy Chicago or anything of the sort, the global
machine will turn people into hamburger on the highway if they get in the way
Caller: have brought in the storm troops already, 3 weeks ahead of time – event is May 20, 21 st
T: Chicago is seat of Vatican in US; also seat of Queen of England in US. Our Treasury is the UN; this
along with the central bank and the IMF will go down if this event is shifted, all goes down and the
people know it now. Chicago is so ugly in terms of gestapo
Caller: starting on May 3rd, and for 3 weeks, the gov't has invited Russians for joint exercises in Colorado
• special forces of US, Russians: acknowledged as fact by Pentagon
• part of the exercise the Russians are to take over the CIA headquarters, NSA headquarters in
Colorado; the airport in Denver, CO – comments??
• they will be here at same time as event in Chicago – goes over info for Rama
R: these are attempts by the ancient ones to try and control and they will be met by the forces of light –
• we have no magnitude of understanding of the power coming in
• in spite of the fear stuff, send the stories love
R: there is fear being pushed, and he can feel it and he does not want to go there with the stories
Caller: they = military of Russia, US, doing an joint exercise from May 3 for 3 weeks – coincides with the
NATO summit in Chicago; part of mission is to take over control of airport, CIA and NSA hq in
Denver CO area
R: asks where she got info: from official Pentagon site
• there are lots of stories: they are planning many things to create division; disinformation to
separate heart and mind
• joint chiefs know the plan; there are many others with a more insidious plan
• as we approach these frequencies and the astronomical, astrological aspects that will coincide
with the events they are planning, they know as well as we do what is in store; yet they have their
orders from their masters
• the Great Divine Director of all Creation has cancelled these orders –
• just call on the Great Divine Director and that takes care of this
• there is a sliver of disinformation in all of this
T: has to do with the arrests of some of this
no way that Russia will come in here and have anything to do with what is supposed to be happening
R: he has been told by people from the Kirkland Airforce base near them that if there are foreign troops
playing games in the street, there will be a coup faster than you can see!
R: Putin wants to see Hillary hanged
this involves the Leo Wanta Mitterand funds
T: Hillary and friends will want to push back hard, and create more chaos than we have ever seen so it
sounds very authoritarian; the intensity of the astrology is over the top
• we have to read this using the First Law of Love: BE CALM
Caller: they have the people in Chicago terrified: black hawk helicopters, storm troopers, etc
T: Chicago is a militarized zone and has been for how long? There are torture chambers in the prisons!
R: remember your Jedi training: when you meet the storm troopers, let them know these are not the
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droids you are looking for; the real criminals are in DC
T: the
Caller: comment on May 5th - T: will do it later after the
Caller: the summit has chosen to hold this thing on May 20th – the lunar eclipse day – will try and use the
energy to make a black sabbath day
T: comment on the news reports today – the people in this country know about Martin Luther King and
know how to be calm and do it quietly – the spiritual Heirarchy has been helping us
the United States of Altea, america
Richard started reading about the Novum Organum – we, representing the world people
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April 27, 2012 - The White Hats Report #40

Dr. Michael Herzog Arrested By German Authorities – Has
Great Voice, Sings Like A Pro.
THE PAST FOURTEEN DAYS
Please recall the winner-takes-all media confrontation between the White Hats Reports #35, #38 and
#39 and a well known International Hedge Fund wherein Dr. Herzog tried to use a namesake as a front,
hired some high priced legal muscle and used the well known fund to shield himself and his fraudulent
activities for the beneficial interest of Mitt Romney and Jeb Bush.
Well ... two weeks ago, Dr. Michael Herzog was arrested in Germany following police raids on his
home and the homes and offices of several of his criminal associates. As the circle widens, Dr.
Herzog’s activities are creating major implications for all of the crooked political, banking and US
Government parties that have assisted him. Herzog is now in deep, deep trouble and his associates will
all follow in the same footsteps. How do we know this? We now know who they are from the reams of
notes, transaction receipts, pay orders with instruction sets, and transcripts of Herzog and his associates
illicit acts.
In addition, Dr. Herzog was detained for further questioning yesterday. The outcome? Dr. Herzog has
a great voice and is singing like the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. Bush, Ackermann, Dewhurst, Romney
plus hundreds of people in the world financial markets, at the highest levels, in the agencies, past
Presidents and elected leaders of numerous countries, our American Congressman and Senators are all
named. Yes, it has been a treasure trove of names, places and events, including orders for physical
violence up to and including termination for those that did not cooperate in the methods of the Cabal.
The Bird is out of the cage and the cats hate the harmonious singing.
As if all of the above wasn’t enough to swallow for one week, selective high level members of the
House of Lords were informed last night that Josef Ackermann has been taken in for questioning on
numerous issues instigated by Merkel, and that large scale operations are now planned with cross
border cooperation, as the Cabal’s International Network gets publicly unraveled. Greenspan is now
the subject of ever more allegations and inquiries. Tony Blair's Vatican accounts and his JP Morgan
bagman role is now being assessed, as is his history of receiving Bush related funds. The net is now
closing in on many of them.
Ackermann was sidestepped for a key Bilderberg role. Now serious criminal investigations will
intensify the focus on both he and Deutsche Bank. The Berlin Federal Prosecutors Office is focused on
the trail of crime linked to Herzog and the immense scale of US Political Racketeering and CIA
collusion which is emerging.
Herzog’s Berlin Court arrest is filed under Charge Case No. 83 Js 960/06. His arrested associates to
date are Josef Birch, Case No. 83 Js 792 /05, address given as 34/36 King Edward Street, Darlaston,
West Midlands, UK and Heinz Bosche, Case No. 47 Js 127/06.
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We have information and belief that Birch supplied a false address and believe this is a Joseph Birch
from Cornwall. In fact, it is believed to be Sir Joseph Birch, a well known Bush crony and associate,
which we are now tracking, to help German Police and have him deported back to Germany. If this is
the Joseph Birch we believe it may be, he comes with a long history of fraud, litigation and Bush
connections.
In other significant news, it has been learned that Sarkozy needs to assist in the release of the Global
Settlements to save his Presidency. Merkel needs it to save the Euro and EU model. If the EU goes,
Germany's industrial base will collapse.
We are continuing to unravel the web of criminal conspiracy of the international Cabal. Germany's
arrest of Herzog and associates is a major first step as it will lead investigators to the central, prominent
cabal members in Europe and America. We have named just the first few. We will continue naming
names, especially of those in the US through a series of reports that will be released starting next week.
Posted by The White Hat Reporters at 3:09 PM
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2012, Ap 24

The Vatican's Latest Target in the War on Women - Nuns

http://www.thenation.com/article/167532/vaticans-latest-target-war-women-nuns

Pope Benedict XVI. REUTERS/Alessia Pierdomenico
No organization survives for two millennia by marching, upright, in a straight line. The history of the
Roman Catholic Church is one of a constant struggle to adapt to changes that threatened its authority.
In the modern age, it has had to deal with Protestantism and the Enlightenment. It has had to deal
politically with democracy and fascism, imperialism and nationalism. Industrial capitalism made its
vision of solidarity obsolete. Indifference, secularism and cultural pluralism deprived it of the
unquestioning obedience of Catholics themselves.
In this twisted and often tormented tale, two things have been remarkably constant. One is Rome’s
claim to ultimate decision in matters spiritual and worldly. The other has been unyielding insistence on
the rule of men—in church and by implication in society. Many American Catholics have learned to
live in spiritual chiaroscuro by discreetly ignoring church doctrine, as with the practice of
contraception. Rick Santorum’s Disney World image of the City of God did not enthuse them. Now the
Vatican’s theological bureaucrats, many of whom have never ventured beyond its walls, have
confronted American Catholics with a crisis which will render many exceedingly uncomfortable, and
drive others to one or another form of defiance.
More than 80 percent of the 57,000 Catholic nuns in the United States are represented by an active and
outspoken group called the Leadership Conference of Women Religious. The nuns are not only
teachers in the lower grades of Catholic schools, or locked away in perpetual prayer. They are
administrators and leaders in social activism, staff Catholic hospitals, teach in colleges and theological
schools. Without their presence, much of Catholic institutional life in the United States would be
emptied of energy and, pardon the expression, manpower. Factually, they exercise a great deal of
women’s power. Legally, however, they are second-class citizens or (poorly) paid servants of the
church, obliged to accept the commands of bishops and priests. Extending our non-discrimination laws
to the church would revolutionize it—which is why, as in the healthcare debate, the church is at great
pains to demand “religious freedom” for itself. The Leadership Conference has been trying, step by
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step, to loosen the male grip on power in the church. That has brought it into conflict with a significant
number of bishops.
Given considerable sympathy amongst the Catholic laity for the nuns, the bishops sought backing in
Rome. Since 2008 the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (known in simpler and perhaps more
honest days as the Inquisition) has been investigating the conference. Now, without notice to the nuns,
it has been placed in receivership. The archbishop of Seattle, seconded by two other bishops, has been
given a mandate to reorganize it. The nuns have been charged with sympathy for “radical feminism”—
and with taking positions on matters like healthcare legislation different from those of the bishops. One
of the organizations specifically cited by the Vatican is Network, which is in the vanguard of Catholic
activism for equality and justice. Canon lawyers consulted by the Catholic press have said that there is
no appeal provided for in the laws of the church.
The leaders of the conference have imposed silence on themselves until they meet to consider their next
steps. The Vatican’s decision was communicated to them by the US Conference of Catholic Bishops
while they, the nuns, were in Rome consulting with the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. The
Vatican’s lack of straightforwardness is striking. Perhaps a couple of the inquisitors have doubts, and so
resorted to administrative brutality to still their own inner dissent.
Some Catholic women have not felt the need to be silent. The Washington Post quotes the Fordham
University theologian Jeannine Fletcher on a paradox. “Women can’t be bishops, so there’s a very
strange question of whether we can ever voice a response that challenges,” Fletcher says. “If women
religious can’t, no women can.” The Post also cites Sister Julie Vieira of the Michigan-based order
Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, who said that “our vow of obedience applies to God…. it
doesn’t reside in a bishop, a body of bishops or even the pope. For us, that sense of obedience has to do
with listening deeply to the call of the spirit.” Is this 2012 or 1517?
Meanwhile, to make the situation more complex, the US Catholic Bishops Conference has disconcerted
two prominent Catholics, Representatives John Boehner and Paul Ryan. The conference has
strenuously criticized the Ryan budget as deeply unfair to the poor. That is a reversion, welcomed by
many Catholics, to the church’s emphasizing issues of social justice and solidarity—and not just
obsessing about abortion, contraception, homosexuality. We can remind ourselves that the church is
heir to a deep and pervasive tradition of social teaching that was a major element in the New Deal, the
American trade union movement, and much that we are proud of in our recent national history.
One of the unintended consequences of the Vatican’s heavy-handedness could be to reinforce the
tendency, already quite strong, of American Catholics to think for themselves. Many are indeed deeply
distressed that their church should be associated predominantly with catriarchal repressiveness. At the
beginning of this week, I attended a symposium at the Woodstock Theological Center at Georgetown
University on religion in the presidential election. Woodstock is a distinguished institution and its
events are attended by Catholic men and women deeply embedded in our national political life. It was
my impression that many were in favor of returning their church to the concerns voiced in the criticism
of the Ryan budget. They are likely to be repelled by the treatment of their nuns. In no case are they
going to accept uncritically their bishops’ interpretation of their civic duty.
Norman Birnbaum
April 24, 2012
Norman Birnbaum is professor emeritus at the Georgetown University Law Center. He was on the founding
editorial board..
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2012, April 28 New Financial System
http://2012portal.blogspot.ca/2012_04_01_archive.html
Most of this intel comes from sources deep within occult economy and it pertains to the restructuring of the
financial system worldwide.

Reset
This will happen at the time of the Event and is actually part of the operation.
Day 1
When the critical mass of pressure is exerted upon the Federal Reserve it will be forced to repay debt that it
owes to people due to its fraudulent operations. Since Fed does not have money to repay that debt, it will go
bankrupt. This will trigger a chain reaction of BIS, IMF, World Bank and all central banks worldwide going
bankrupt also.
Extreme volatility in markets will result in a worldwide stock market crash. Stock exchanges will close, including
NYSE. All financial instruments such as options and credit default swaps will be zeroed out.
All shadow accounts will be closed and zeroed out. All public bank accounts of the Cabal will be seized. All
foreclosures will be frozen, as well as all public and private debt (mortgages, loans, credit card debt).
Day 2-7
Banks will be closed and there will be a lot of uncertainty and confusion. Some businesses will be temporarily
closed. Some of those that remain open may accept cash, other will only accept gold or silver coins. Credit cards
will not be accepted as the system will go down. There might be moderate problems with distribution chain, it is
wise to stock up some food and gasoline.
Revaluation (RV)
After about 1 week from the Event
There might still be light problems in the distribution chain.
New financial system will be introduced. It will be backed up with Yamashita gold. That gold will be stored in
locations that are not to be disclosed yet. Yamashita gold will not be traded in open markets. Basket of
currencies such as US dollar, Euro, British pound, Swiss franc, Japanese yen and Chinese yuan will form the
basis of this new system.
Those banks that did not have strong connections with Federal Reserve and did not go bankrupt will reopen.
They will not be allowed to charge interest. All their accounting will be fully transparent to the public. Stock
market will not reopen.
Revaluation will take place. It means that the exchange rates between various currencies will change, but not
drastically They will reflect more truly the real productivity of nations. Iraqi Dinar will not gain much value,
contrary to speculations of many people. Federal Reserve notes, Euro banknotes and other banknotes will be
widely accepted, until they are phased out in a few months and new money is printed.
All fair business agreements, contracts and responsibilities worldwide will be kept valid and will be respected.
Those business agreements that involve criminal or fraudulent interactions with the Cabal will be cancelled, null
and void.
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In a few weeks
Multinationals will be obliged to buy back their shares and this will effectively force them to go bankrupt. They will
be split and healthy portions of those companies will be nationalized in their own countries.
The existence of Global Settlement funds will be then introduced to the public. Those funds include about $ 70
trillion from old money patriots connected to the Positive Military, $ 100 trillion from White Dragon Society and
Templar groups, $ 120 trillion from Resistance Movement and $ 10 trillion from Saint Germain Trust. Global
Settlement funds will also include all money and assets from the Cabal.
Global Settlement funds will be used for many purposes. First, all national, public and private debt will be paid off
worldwide. After that, all people will receive restitution for all theft and criminal activity against them by the former
Cabal. Then prosperity funds will be released and humanitarian, environmental and new advanced technology
projects funded. Part of the money from Saint Germain Trust will go directly to Lightworkers, the rest of it will
fund projects connected to the introduction of the First Contact.
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